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Part 2 Review                                Review 
 
Here are some of the vocabulary words from Part 2. Write one of these words 
in the blanks to complete each sentence. 

 
 
cough take it easy caught a cold contagious 
extremely  casino  lost  gamble 
got paid half  salary addicted  
wise  risk  responsible  switch  
whole  considerate  puny  muffins  

oven dumbest  sense of humor chuckle 
carry  No wonder  ancient washing machine 

 
 
 
1. Brian didn’t come to school today because he _________________. 
 
If he comes to school, he might make his friends sick because his cold  
 
is _______________. 
 
2. Chris wants to go shopping because he _____________ yesterday.  
 
Later, he might go to the casino to ____________. 
 
3. I have a new ____________ in my kitchen. I also have a new  
 
_______________ so I can wash my clothes, but I don’t like it  
 
because it is too ____________. I need to buy a bigger one. 
 
4. If you are ____________ to cigarettes, you might get lung cancer. 
 
5. I need to ____________ jobs because my ____________ is too low. 
 
6. My grandmother is very ____________, so I always listen when she  
 
talks. 
 
7. Oh no! I ____________ my new cell phone! My mother will be so  
 
angry! 
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Part 2 Review                                Review 
 

Here are some of the vocabulary words from Part 2. Write one of these words 
in the blanks to complete each sentence. 
 

products  replaced  necessarily  imported 

hold my breath  stain  soap bet  
spilled  arm wrestling beat  on purpose 

dropped  rip up  bullies sue  
excuse puddle ruined soaking  
trade  truth lie strict  
germs favor owes  rocks  

 

 
1. John hit me and I ____________ my milk, but he said he  
 
was sorry because he didn’t hit me _______________. 
 
2. That bully ripped up my book, and now it is ___________!  
 
I told his mother, and now he ____________ me a new one. 
 
3. Don’t lie to me! Tell the ____________! Why is there a  
 
red  ____________ on the sofa?  
 
4. Can you do me a ____________ and help me jump over  
 
that ___________? I don’t want to get wet! 
 
5. I ____________ Chris at arm wrestling. He said he was  
 
sick, but I think that is just an ____________. 
 
6. My sister likes to buy ____________ products, but I don’t,  
 
because they are too expensive. 
 


